
Clarified Image that improves the view of the vehicle’s license plate

Forensic Image Clarification and Analysis
The ideal solution for any investigator - Clarification Filters and Workflows for Video,
  Images, and Latent Prints

ClearID v2.6 for Adobe Photoshop 
See all the details your digital images have to offer!
Regardless of where the images originate, be it proprietary CCTV-DVR digital video files, analog 
video, still cameras, or scanned images, ClearID is where they should end up if you are looking 
to unlock your hidden evidence.
ClearID v2.6 not only provides clarification filters that are powerful, easy-to-use, and non-de-
structive to your original evidence, it also provides you a tabbed workflow interface that guides 
you through the image clarification process. It also automates many processes including apply-
ing a SHA-1 hashing to your images for each process you apply. ClearID provides integrated col-
or preview windows and easy-to-use slider bars, so you can quickly discover the optimal settings 
for clarifying your image evidence. Additionally, ClearID has an integrated verification report, so 
there is no need to manually record your settings. When you’re done processing your evidence, 
simply run the verification report which will store all your settings and hashed layers in an easy 
to read document. With this document and your original evidence, your work can be easily re-
produced for peer review or court room presentation.

Already using Adobe Photoshop for Image Enhancement?
If you are already using Photoshop for your image enhancement, you should love ClearID be-
cause it integrates Photoshop functions along with the expanded palette of ClearID clarification 
filters into the ClearID workflow. When you use ClearID, you gain the added benefits of extra 
clarification filters and workflow that is hashed and automatically documented in a verification 
report. 

ClearID Tools

• Artifact Correction
• Frame Averaging
• Focus Correction
• Contrast Correction
• Noise Correction
• Image Sharpening
• More...


